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In this talk, I analyze two factive constructions in Wolof, an Atlantic language of Senegal.  The Wolof 
constructions, the ‘li-relative’ (1) and ‘verbal relative’ (2), have the form of relative clauses and I argue that 
they involve Aʹ′-movement of two distinct null FACT nouns that trigger (noun class) agreement on relative 
clause complementizers (l-i and b-i):   
 
(1)  Réccu-naa [l-i-ma          daw]   li-Relative 
       regret-1SG  CL-CREL-1SG run 
       ‘I regret (the fact) that I ran’ 
 
(2)  Réccu-naa [daw [b-i-ma         daw]]  Verbal Relative 
       regret-1SG  run   CL-CREL-1SG  run 
       ‘I regret (the fact) that I ran’ 
       ‘I regret the way that I ran’ 
 
The Wolof data provides cross-linguistic support for analyses that treat factive clauses as involving 
operator movement (Aboh 2005, Haegeman 2006).  
     Like ordinary headed relative clauses ((3)-(4)),factive relatives have noun class-agreeing (CL) 
complementizers (l-i  and b-i) that occur on the left edge of the relative clause and the subject markers are 
identical to those that occur in relative clauses (ma in 1-4).  There are three sets of complementizers that 
occur in headed relative clauses. All of these also occur in the factive constructions in (1)-(2).   
 
(3)  [cin [l-i-ma          jënd]]    
        pot  CL-CREL-1SG buy  
        ‘the pot that I bought’ 
 
(4)  [tééré [b-i-ma         jënd]]   
        book  CL-CREL-1SG buy  
        ‘the book that I bought’ 
 
I show that ordinary Wolof relative clauses ((3)-(4)) are islands for movement and display connectivity 
effects, which is taken as evidence they are derived by movement of the relativized item.  In addition, 
relativization is island sensitive.  Factive relatives share these properties, indicating that they too are 
derived by movement.  I argue that li-relatives involve the presence of a silent FACT noun that belongs to 
the same noun class as an ordinary noun like cin ‘pot’ (3).  Just like cin, the null nominal triggers class 
agreement (l- in (1)) on the relative clause complementizer.  The verbal relative (2) involves a noun that 
acquires its surface phonological shape from the verb, however it belongs to the same noun class as the 
noun ‘book’ in (4), given that they both trigger the same noun class agreement (b-) on the complementizer 
in (2) and (4).  As the translation of (2) indicates, a verbal relative can be interpreted as either factive or 
manner (‘way that’).  Li-relatives lack the manner interpretation, which suggests that the constructions do 
indeed involve two semantically distinct null nominal operators that belong to two distinct noun classes.  
Using evidence from the copying of VP-internal material and low adverbs, I argue that the null FACT noun 
in the verbal relative originates in the TP region, lower than T0.         
  


